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This is a true love story told in one episode. Winner of the best Director's Choice Award at the
GenFangamacon 2010, "AnyWay!" is a 4 Acts Comical Comedy Drama flavored "I love you drama"
set in an apartment building. Watch the opening movie of the game, and cast your vote for it before
buying! About Streamy Awards:The Streamy Awards are designed to recognize the best and
brightest in the streaming world. Some of our favorites make the cut like Comedy Central's "Key and
Peele" and Comedy Central's "Big Jay Oakerson." about The story: In the near future, virtual reality
(VR) is all the rage. Mariko, a young Japanese high school girl, becomes the first to gain access to a
prototype VR technology. She sets out to learn the limits of the technology, and she encounters a
mysterious "father" whose presence is permanently erased from her memories. She is also the only
person who can see his face, which she discovers is her own. With little to go on, she sets out to
break the Code, a secret promise between her "father" and himself. Along the way, she encounters
and confronts a heartless, sociopathic figure who has drastically rewritten her perception of
humanity to suit his own malicious ideals. "AnyWay!" is a fun, light-hearted drama revolving around
one eccentric young woman who, after experiencing the joy of virtual reality, is thrust into an
unexpected world of confusion and possibilities. The "Father" And Mariko(The "Father" Voice: Hitori,
Nick). Mariko(Voice Actor: Misaki Asai). A young high school girl who wishes to learn the limits of a
prototype VR technology. Sai(Voice Actor: Tomokazu Akazaki). Mariko's father, a scientist who made
VR technology to discover his secret. Sakiko(Voice Actor: Fuku Takayama). Mariko's mother, a high
school teacher, is into bad boy behavior. Utsu(Voice Actor: Mayumi Nanao). One of Mariko's
classmates. Ryo(Voice Actor: Ayaka Yahagi). Mariko's brother who is a doctor. He helps Mariko
investigate the "Father". Gongoo(Voice Actor: Yum
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FirstQueen1 NEXT Features Key:
Multiple levels (6 levels max.)
Boss enemies (super robots)
Easy controls
Beautiful Game Art style
Lots of weapon and equipment
Never-ending fun

@Emi's H.P. blog:
"The Super Boba Game Key comes with a free sample level that will definitely put you to know what to
expect from us. Emi & the crew at Molleme are very experienced and skilled when it comes to creating
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interesting and addictive games. Once again, tons of fun is lurking ahead."

Learn More
 

Key Features:
- 6 Levels+ Bosses (with energy!);

- Easy Controls;

- Beautiful Game Art style;

- Lots of weapon and equipment;

- Never-ending fun.

Content Rating: 
Rated A (Everyone 10+) for Violence, Spam, Sexual Content, and Mature Language.
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